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Ehe'sii'ne (Emissary)

An Ehe'sii'ne is an occupation in Neshaten.

About the Ehe'sii'ne

An Ehe'sii'ne is the Neshaten Emissary, their ambassadors, their diplomats; they are individuals whom
are responsible for formulating discussions and creating agreements with others. Their responsibilities
are many, including drawing up treaties, or helping to settle diplomatic emergencies. Ehe'sii'ne are
known within the Kingdom are being one of the toughest professions to get into because it requires a
rather special individual, a person whom is very calm, collected, and is not quick to anger but instead
chooses their words carefully to disarm or even sway a person onto their side. Ehe'sii'ne are taught not
just how to disarm situations, but also how to defend themselves in the event that negotiations break
down; they are required to learn at least three forms of hand to hand martial arts and two forms of
swordsmenship styles before they can qualify for the title of Meister.

Because of their importance to the Kingdom, there is a select number of Meister Ehe'sii'ne that can be
active at any one time; this is done to keep track of the Emissaries and to ensure that a break down in
communications doesn't happen, or that such as a situation can be reduced or even fully remedied if it
happens. While Ehe'sii'ne are responsible for talking to and making treaties with other nations, they also
handle all internal conflicts within the Kingdom as well such as mediating between conflicting parties,.

Ehe'sii'ne are apart of the Diplomatic Corps , a Corps that was activated in EE 002-v (YE 37). There are
two types of Ehe'sii'ne, a Meister Ehe'sii'ne is an individual whom is experienced in their career field and
has demonstrated the capability of remaining calm and collected even in the toughest of situations.
Lesser Ehe'sii'ne, sometimes referred to as Apprentice Ehe'sii'ne, assist Meister in their day to day
operations. In either case, Ehe'sii'ne are easily recognized by their rather extravagant clothing - a
ceremonial robe that covers that body from top to bottom.

While they are known as Emissaries, many also refer to them as Guardians of Peace, due to their tranquil
and religious nature. They often use the Ehe'sii'ne Class on diplomatic missions, typically accompanied
by an escort. Ehe'sii'ne, while put into their positions by Diplomatic Corps, can actually be stripped of
their position and rank by the citizenry when dealt a 'vote of no confidence', this is done to keep the
Ehe'sii'ne in check.

Known Emissaries

The following lists known Emissaries

Name Rank
Cui She Yee Laase Ye Miester
Guy AA Syae Qua Meister
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